
TrainingGPS localisation

www.weenect.com

Cashback

With no distance limit 

Virtual fence Works with subscription

Position history 

10£

Refund campaign
For the purchase of GPS tracker for dog or cat

From 19/09/22 to 23/10/22

Wasabi
Lucky



Purchase a product qualified for the
offer

It must contain the following documents
(keep a copy for the mailing):
› Your full name and address
› A copy the original proof of purchase with
the date and price highlighted
› The IMEI number of the tracker
› The subscription invoice
› A copy of your ID and bank details for
transfer (IBAN, BIC...) 
The ID and the IBAN number must be under
the same name.

Cashback@weenect.com

Register online and choose a
subscription.

Send your file within 10 days after purchase
of your tracker to the following address:

If your refund request meets the conditions of the offer, you will receive your refund via bank transfer
within 10 weeks (after the deadline for submitting files). Any unreadable, incomplete or fraudulent file
that does not comply with the conditions of the offer or sent after 23/10/22 at 12pm will be
considered as non-compliant and will be definitely rejected. No file (including supporting documents)
will be returned.

› From 19/09/22 to 23/10/22 for the purchase of a Weenect GPS tracker in a participating shop
› One entry per person residing in the United Kingdom (same surname, same first name, same address)
› The promotion is not combinable with other current offers on the same products
› The amount of the refund may not exceed the purchase price of the product eligible for the offer (indicated the
price paid on your receipt)
› The refund must not exceed £10
› The promotion is only valid on products purchased during the offer period
› The offer is valid while stocks last.

Refund campaign
For the purchase of GPS tracker for dog or cat

1 > Buy a tracker

3 > Create a file

5 > The refund

2 > Sign up

4 > Send your file

In accordance with the law n°78-17 of 6 January 1978 "Data processing and freedoms", you have the right to access, correct or delete information about
you that you can exercise by writing to Weenect (Hareau SAS) 101 rue Sèvres 75006 Paris. If you are based in DROM 
COM (euro zone), your bank may charge a commission. RCS Paris 538 863 937. Registered capital of 1,694 euros.

Conditions of the action


